In this paper we take a look at Automatic Differentiation through the eyes of Tensor and Operational Calculus. This work is best consumed as supplementary material for learning tensor and operational calculus by those already familiar with automatic differentiation. To that purpose, we provide a simple implementation of automatic differentiation, where the steps taken are explained in the language of tensor and operational calculus.
Introduction
In this paper we take a look at Automatic Differentiation through the eyes of Tensor and Operational Calculus. This work is best consumed as supplementary material for learning tensor and operational calculus by those already familiar with automatic differentiation. We first note the difference between the two concepts: automatic differentiation is a name of a collection of techniques used for efficient computation of derivatives of differentiable programs, while operational calculus is a technique that enables reasoning about analytic properties of differentiable programs through an algebra of higher order constructs. Thus, as rates of change (derivatives) are analytic properties, and automatic differentiation is used to compute them, we can explain automatic differentiation through the language of tensor and operational calculus. Note that this work will only cover as much tensor and operational calculus as needed for explanations of the implementation they are accompanying. This means that we will not delve into the many uses of operational calculus for differentiable programming that scope beyond describing automatic differentiation. As such, employment of operational calculus for reasoning about differentiable programs, ie. analysing fractional iterations, derivations of differentiable fixed point combinators, etc., will not be covered in this work (but can be found in [1] ).
We provide a simple implementation of the memory space V and its expansion to V ⊗ T (V * ), where T (V * ) is the tensor algebra of its dual, serving by itself as an algebra of programs [1, Definition 4.1]. We than define the concept of a differentiable programming space, implement the operator τ n , that increases the order of a differentiable programming space [1, Proposition 5.1] and enable differentiable derivatives. The operator τ n is than used to implement an illustrative example of a differentiable programming space of arbitrary order. Complete source code can be found on GitHub [2] .
Virtual memory space
We model an element of the virtual memory space v ∈ V n [1, Definition 4.1]
with the class var. The virtual memory space V n is the tensor product of the virtual memory V with the tensor algebra of its dual. Tensor products of the virtual memory V with its dual are modeled using maps, denoted by dTau. The address var* stands for the component of v ∈ V n−1 with which the tensor product of the component of v * ∈ V * was computed to generate v ∈ V n in equation (1) . This depth is contained in the int order.
Theorem 2.1. An instance of the class var is an element of the virtual memory
Initialization
A constant element v 0 of the virtual memory is an element of V 0 = V < V n . We initialize an element to be n-differentiable, by mapping
The image v n is an element of
where δ i j is the Kronecker delta.
Algebra over a field
An algebra over a field is a vector space equipped with a bilinear product. Thus, an algebra is an algebraic structure which consists of a set, together with operations of multiplication, addition, and scalar multiplication by elements of the underlying field. [3, p. 3] We will construct the algebra by explicitly mimicking the application of a direct sum of operators τ n mapping P 0 ⊕ P 0 → P n to the maps of scalar multiplication, addition and a bilinear product. Their differentiable compositions are modeled by mimicking projections of the operator of program composition [1, Theorem 5.3] exp(∂ f e h∂g ) : P → P → P ∞ .
and fixing one of the mappings [1, eq. 44, 45] . If the readers would prefer to implement the algebra through the application of operators to appropriate mappings 1 , they can do so using the operators we construct in section 3.1.
Vector space over a field K
As part of the construction of an algebra, we construct a vector space V n over a field K. A vector space is a collection of objects that can be added together and multiplied with elements of the underlying field K. We begin with scalar multiplication. Proof. By implementations of addition by components and multiplication with a scalar k ∈ K, the axioms of the vector space are satisfied.
Algebra over a field K
To construct an algebra over a field K, we equip the vector space V n with a bilinear product by components. The employed functions have been explained at previously use. The function reduce makes a shallow copy of this, while reducing the order of the returned copy (making it one time less differentiable). This bilinear product contains Leibniz rule within its structure, as the projection of the operator exp(∂ f e h∂g )(g) : P → P ∞ (g) to the unit n-cube was applied to the algebra.
Theorem 2.3. Class var models an algebra over a field K.
Proof. By the implementation of a bilinear product by components the axioms of an algebra over a field are satisfied.
We may now trivially implement the remaining operators existing in the algebra. Similarly, the following operators can be assumed to be generated by the existing algebra.
v a r operator * ( double n ) const ; v a r operator+(double n ) const ; v a r operator−(double n ) const ; v a r operator / ( double n ) const ; v a r operator^( double n ) const ; v a r& operator=(const v a r& v ) ; v a r& operator+=(const v a r& v ) ; v a r& operator−=(const v a r& v ) ; v a r& operator * =( const v a r& v ) ; v a r& operator/=( const v a r& v ) ; v a r& operator * =(double n ) ; v a r& operator/=(double n ) ; v a r& operator+=(double n ) ; v a r& operator−=(double n ) ; v a r operator * ( double n , const v a r& v ) ; v a r operator+(double n , const v a r& v ) ; v a r operator−(double n , const v a r& v ) ; v a r operator / ( double n , const v a r& v ) ; v a r operator^( double n , const v a r& v ) ;
Order logic is trivially implemented, by mapping
bool operator==(const v a r& v ) const ; bool operator !=( const v a r& v ) const ; bool operator<(const v a r& v ) const ; bool operator<=(const v a r& v ) const ; bool operator>(const v a r& v ) const ; bool operator>=(const v a r& v ) const ;
Differentiable programming space
With the algebra over V n implemented, we turn towards constructing a differentiable programming space, from the programming space
Definition 3.1 (Differentiable programming space). A differentiable programming space P 0 is any subspace of F 0 : V → V such that
The space P n < F n : V → V n , spanned by {∂ k P 0 ; 0 ≤ k ≤ n} over K, is called a differentiable programming space of order n. When all elements of P 0 are analytic, we denote P 0 as an analytic programming space. [1, Definition 4.2] Theorem 3.1 (Infinite differentiability). Any differentiable programming space P 0 is an infinitely differentiable programming space, meaning that
It follows from Theorem 3.1 that a differentiable programming space of order n, P n : V → V ⊗ T (V * ) can be embedded into the tensor product space of the programming space P 0 and the space T n (V * ) of multi-tensors of order less than equal n [1, Corollary 4.1.1]. For the specific case of (11) this entails
which we ensure by providing closure of (11) under ∂. Furthermore, this means that the tuple (V, P 0 ) 2 -together with the structure of the tensor algebra T (V * ) -is sufficient for constructing arbitrary differentiable programming spaces P n .
Operators
In this subsection we provide a simple implementation of τ n and its pullback through an arbitrary program. This is equivalent to the projection of the operator of program composition to the unit hyper-cube. As we have already constructed the algebra of the memory V n , such an operator will enable us to construct differentiable programming spaces of arbitrary order.
The operator of tensor series expansion [1, Theorem 5.1]
is evaluated at h = 1 and projected onto the unit N -cube, arriving at
The expression (17) obeys the recursive relation
which can be used for constructing programming spaces of arbitrary order. Note that only explicit knowledge of τ 1 : P 0 → P 1 is required [1, Proposition 5.1]. We perform its pullback through an arbitrary program by mimicking the operator of program composition [1, Theorem 5.2]
partially evaluating on the second map and projecting it onto the unit N -cube. In our definition of the class tau, we let K model the image of the identity (1) and dTau model the image of ∂τ k−1 from the expression (18) after application. The former is of the type F : K → K, representing the mapping from the underlying field to itself, and the latter of type dT au : V → V k−1 , representing its differentiable derivative. 
Differentiable Derivatives
The ability to treat the k-th derivative of a program, as part of a different differentiable program appears useful in many fields. To that purpose, we must be able to threat the derivative itself as a differentiable program. This is easily implemented given our simplified construction, as we are working solely with the projections of the operators to the unit N -cube, which eases our troubles. Theorem 3.2. There exists a reduction of order map φ : P n → P n−1 , such that the following diagram commutes
for each n ≥ 1.
Corollary 3.1. By Theorem 3.2, n-differentiable k-th derivatives of a program P ∈ P 0 can be extracted by
Given that we are only interested in computing (differentiable) derivatives of programs (i.e. automatic differentiation), and do not need the algebra of higher-order constructs the full treatment of operational calculus would afford us, we are working entirely on the unite N -cube. Hence, our reduction of order map is a simple projection to the (N − 1)-cube.
We construct the reduction of order map d : 
expressing v ∈ V n in terms of it.
Example
We conclude by employing the constructed operators and the tensor algebra of the virtual memory space to implement a minimal differentiable programming space dCpp. 
Conclusions
In this work we provided a simple implementation of automatic differentiation, where the steps taken were explained in the language of tensor and operational calculus. It aimed to serve as a gentle introduction into tensor and operational calculus for those already familiar with automatic differentiation. We hope this introduction motivates the practitioner of differentiable programming to look into further uses of operational calculus, that can accommodate more than just a description of automatic differentiation presented in this work.
